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Planning from the Bottom Up
An Interview with Professor Walter Stohr
Elizabeth Morton
Heidi Walter Powell
Walter Stohr is a professor of regional planning, and Director of the Interdisciplinary Institute for Urban and Regional
Studies, University of Economics (Wirtschaftuniversitat), Vienna, Austria. He is currently undertaking a compilation
and analysis of local economic development initiatives in several regions of Europe, and has recently completed a study
on the impacts of industrial parks in the United States and abroad.
CP: Please describe the "European Perspectives Project"
that you are working on for United Nations University.
STOHR: UN University is located in Tokyo, but it does
research worldwide. The study which was contracted to
me will document experiences from Europe. The goal is
to see how local or regional communities have successfully
restructured internally, and primarily out of their own
initiative and resources, to cope with the changing inter-
national division of labor. A team of twelve case-study
authors is examining what experiences have been made
in several major regions of Europe as a result of this
restructuring. We are conducting research in rural areas,
which is the most common area type in the analysis,
and old industrial areas, where declining industries have
to be restructured — these are the two major problem
areas. We also look at small- and intermediate-sized cities
and at some restructuring cases of large metropolitan
areas which have very specific problems and different
potentials.
CP: Could you give some examples of the types of de-
velopment activities you have found?
STOHR: We're looking at the actors within individual
communities who have initiated this change process. We're
considering the type of actor and how he or she has related
to local institutional, political or social structures in bring-
ing about such a change. The precondition has always
been an actor, but actors vary from clergy to an entrepre-
neur who became more than just a private entrepreneur,
but a social entrepreneur — he tried to stimulate activities
in addition to his own enterprise. Very often the actor
would be a local authority. For the most part, successful
local authorities were in countries with dynamic local
governments which had recently introduced increasing
autonomy for political and economic development at the
local level.
CP: You've stressed the importance of internal develop-
ment, and have described two types of external inputs
which tend to increase dependency: central government
and large multiregional or multinational enterprises. Is
one of these the "lesser of two evils"? Do depressed regions
have more room for innovation and flexibility under one
set of external conditions?
STOHR: One cannot generalize by saying that one is
better or worse than the other. In the centrally planned
countries, two of which are included in this study (Hun-
gary and Poland), the central government is always the
major initiator of development at the local level, but the
government has brought about a dependency of local
communities which has to a great extent stifled their
ability to act out of their own initiative. This also very
often happens with multinational companies. Multina-
tional companies — the typical case is a company town —
will become such a dominating factor in a local com-
munity that no other initiatives can emerge successfully.
In both cases, local communities can avoid this depen-
dence. Some of the Eastern European case studies show
that there are ways to avoid this complete dependence on
central government. These studies have identified niches
within which local initiatives are legally permitted and
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will be tolerated and which can mobilize human and other
resources for local development successfully. The same can
be applied to large company towns. There are ways in
which a local community can try to benefit from the multi-
national company without becoming completely depen-
dent on it by using it as a catalyst for introducing new
technologies which local firms can take advantage of. So
the question here very often is: How can we promote the
involvement of local firms in servicing or initially con-
tracting or subcontracting with MNCs, rather than leaving
these companies to get all their inputs from outside the
region.
CP: How is the "community interest" usually represented
in negotiations as areas try to attract new high-tech and
industrial development? Specifically, do you feel the com-
munity as a whole has been served by the presence of
Research Triangle Park?
STOHR: Most often, local or regional authorities will
negotiate with external firms — that is the normal pattern.
The negotiator may also be a separate company set up
for development. In Research Triangle Park, Triangle J
Council of Governments substitutes for or represents local
government in negotiations. My impression of Research
Triangle Park is that it was able to attract large enterprises,
both public and private. This is important for creating
a new image and for starting high-technology activities
in North Carolina, since the state has traditionally had
a different image and different dominant sectors. The
question is: How broad has this effect become and how
broad will it become? Research Triangle Park seems to be
comprised of a large number of enterprises that close
themselves off from the outside; they try not to interrelate
with other enterprises, while benefitting from local re-
sources like university knowledge. Once they get this
knowledge, however, they want to monopolize it, refusing
to share with neighboring enterprises. This is one of the
dangers of attracting large corporations. It might be pos-
sible to establish a number of facilities within Research
Triange Park to establish which would be able to house
small- and medium-sized enterprises, sort-of on an incu-
bator basis, to establish relations and offer services to the
large enterprises. The small- and medium-sized enterprises
would thereby become beneficiaries of some of the in-
novations that the large enterprises are developing in
Research Triangle Park. The incubator could be within
the park, adjacent to, or outside the park. This would pro-
vide a type of spillover or multiplier which would cer-
tainly broaden the impact of such a research technology
park.
CP: Have local development endeavors been successful
in utilizing locally available resources, rather than attempt-
ing to create or attract high-tech industries?
STOHR: Many of the case studies that we have analyzed
in the European context show that the panacea of intro-
ducing high-technology industries is often not considered
by local communities as the most important aspect. The
most important aspect is to transform existing sectors,
retraining their traditional strengths, but adapting them
to modern requirements and to existing world market con-
ditions. Localities must transform and modernize existing
enterprises and find new forms of cooperation among
Stohr proposes an incubator function for RTP
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existing enterprises which would permit them to become
competitive without being closed down and replaced by
high-technology firms. There are a number of success
stories even in sectors considered as declining in industri-
alized countries. The Italian textile industry, for example,
has had a marvelous success story. After initial closures,
the Italians modernized small and decentralized plants
which today are completely competitive because they've
changed their technology and they've changed their prod-
uct mix. They are now making very good money. They've
become profitable despite strong competition from East
Asian firms in textiles and similar sectors. They've been
able to carve out functions which the low-wage countries
cannot fulfill.
CP: What do you think of industrial recruitment as an
economic development strategy and how prevalent is it?
STOHR: Industrial recruitment has been the dominant
strategy of local communities that try to outbid other com-
munities to attract outside firms. Usually the only criteria
which communities specified were that firms be large,
powerful and willing to create a large number of jobs in
the area. The types of jobs that would be created, and
the types of entrepreneurial functions that would be
transferred to the area were usually overlooked. These
have turned out to be key elements. If a firm offers only
routine jobs without providing any key entrepreneurial
functions, it may have a negative effect on the community.
The firm may draw labor from other sectors — agriculture
or services— because it may pay slightly higher wages. But
it does not create any developmental potential. It is very
important for local communities to make arrangements
with such enterprises to locate key entrepreneurial func-
tions like research and development or marketing or
headquarter functions. These are certainly the essential
functions that, if attracted to the area, bring much greater
benefits because they are creating quality jobs and the
determination of company policy is much more accessible
to local employees. If a firm performs only routine func-
tions, the local community merely implements what was
decided somewhere else. One therefore, by definition be-
comes more dependent on outside decisionmakers. It is
important for local communities to become aware of these
key issues so that they can advocate for their interests in
negotiations with outside firms. In defining their interests,
communities should not look only at the number of jobs
or magnitude of capital invested, but at the types of jobs
and types of investment that will be made. Such
qualitative issues have very often been overlooked.
CP: What are some advantages and disadvantages of
using qualitative development indicators?
STOHR: Qualitative measures are not substitutes for
quantitative measures. They should be used together, and
one can quantify many of the qualitative criteria. One
would try to quantify qualitative criteria in order to make
a more objective evaluation. In the past, however, re-
searchers have excluded qualitative characteristics because
they could not be evaluated with sufficiently rigid quan-
titative tests. If a characteristic is important, it is sensible
to forgo the "rigid criterion" and include something which
may be methodologically less demanding but which
would still serve an important function in evaluating such
a project.
CP: How might one measure qualitative characteristics
over time? If one were interested in examining changes
in culture, for example, how would one test or prove such
an hypothesis?
STOHR: Culture might be a "soft" area in this respect;
however, even within the economics field you have a
number of qualitative criteria which have not been taken
into consideration in the past. For example, an area ex-
periencing a decline of independent firms and an increas-
ing number of branch plants needs to be considered. Such
factors indicate that the autonomy of the regional econ-
omy is gradually being debilitated. Similarly, if one looks
at the qualification strata of the workforce, one sees that
there are large increases in employment, but they all
happen in only one stratum — maybe the least qualified
or the most qualified only, which happens very often in
high-technology zones such as Silicon Valley. Once alerted
to this phenomenon, one would ask the question: "What
happens if the labor market begins demanding the inter-
mediate qualifications?" One would then try to develop
activities which would give employment to a less bifur-
cated labor market than that which often results from a
high-technology industry. Another qualitative character-
istic is how much research and development money firms
in the region are spending. If one calculates the rate of
total R&D expenditures compared to total expenditures
of these enterprises, one gets a qualitative characteristic
measured in quantitative terms.
CP: Have you found a greater degree of similarity among
types of areas you've defined, such as "rural" or "old in-
dustrial," or within individual countries? What sorts of
similarities and differences have you found among local
development initiatives?
STOHR: There are more similar characteristics among
areas of similar type. Rural local development initiatives
will probably resemble one another more closely than
they will initiatives in old industrial areas in their own
countries. The experiences in old or declining industrial
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areas between European countries will be more similar
with those of other areas. There are certain nationally
determined restrictions and advantages. National policy,
for instance, or national constitutional conditions, will
restrict or promote possibilities existing in all types of
areas. A highly centralized political and administrative
structure will probably have a negative impact on the
development of all types of local initiatives. In a decen-
tralized federal country on the other hand, all areas would
benefit from the increased autonomy of local and regional
authorities, irrespective of area type.
CP: Might you not have other problems under such a
decentralized system; for example, the emergence of com-
pany towns which you spoke of earlier?
STOHR: I think company towns would cut across coun-
tries. Company towns would normally emerge in sparsely
settled areas with no other economic activities besides
agriculture and maybe some local support services. These
would generally be rural, peripheral areas. Sweden, for
instance, has such communities in its northernmost terri-
tories where iron mining dominates the economy. No
other economic activity of any magnitude exists there.
CP: What common development problems do such pe-
ripheral areas face? Have you found any particularly inno-
vative local development initiatives in peripheral areas?
STOHR: If one defines peripheral areas as those without
easy access to major population centers or economic
activities, this means that they are marginal to existing
markets, and in this respect are handicapped. On the other
hand, with regard to local initiatives, it has been observed
that this distance provides them with greater maneuver-
ability. That is, the central government tends to exert less
control. In Scandinavia, this peripheral location has been
considered an advantage because it has given local com-
munities more of an "action radius" to develop inititatives
on their own. There are, therefore, advantages and dis-
advantages. The art is to use the advantages to specialize
in products which do not need extensive transport net-
works. For instance, particularly in high-technology fields,
air has become the most important medium for transpor-
tation. One can try to develop a strategy which satisfies
both requirements.
Scandinavia presents an interesting example of an at-
tempt to bring computer-based homework into peripheral
areas where one can link up computers fairly easily. This
enables residents to remain in dispersed settlement pat-
terns in peripheral locations.
Another example of an innovative initiative is from
Scotland — the concept of a community cooperative. These
are cooperatives which are geared not only to one sector
Initiatives in Scandinavia's peripheral areas enable residents to remain
in dispersed settlements.
— they are multisectoral. They try to include not only pro-
duction, but service activities and social services. They
are therefore multifunctional and multisectoral.
In Hungary, the rural local cooperatives are established
on a territorial basis. They can employ all types of activ-
ities, not only agricultural, but manufacturing and service
activities. In this respect, they are similar to a multisec-
toral complex, but they have a territorial bond and are
therefore interested in developing that territorial unit with
whatever sector activity seems feasible and promising.
This is quite different from the average cooperative, which
is usually only an agricultural, manufacturing or mar-
keting cooperative. These traditional cooperatives are
linked primarily to international markets; their major
allegiances are with such markets rather than with the
local community or territorial unit. A similar example is
the Basque Mondragon cooperative. Here, a territorial
identity is also the basis for the cooperative federation,
a whole system of cooperatives. The goal is to develop
broad packages of activities within the community rather
than to specialize in fields which are only world market-
oriented but have few local linkages and narrow multi-
pliers.
CP: What are the current attitudes internationally, re-
garding the promotion of these kinds of development
activities?
STOHR: In many European countries, and also in the
United States, it has been considered proper to separate
governmental activities from private enterprise activities
— and for understandable reasons. However, the develop-
ment of new technologies— the microelectronic-oriented
technologies— and the example of Japan have triggered
a change in this attitude. The Japanese have been sue-
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cessful in the semiconductor industry because the govern-
ment, in this case the Ministry of International Trade and
Industry, is integrated with private industry. Together they
developed a common strategy of sectoral development,
particularly in the computer industry, which has given
Japanese industry tremendous advantages over U.S. indus-
try. An imitation of the Japanese model currently under
negotiation in the U.S. is Sematech, which is the first joint
venture between the U.S. government and private enter-
prise. In this project, the federal government would team
up with about a dozen computer firms to create a joint
computer development center.
CP: What can and should be the role of national govern-
ments in stimulating the type of internal development you
advocate?
STOHR: In a departure from past practices, governments
would not try to create jobs directly in rural or old indus-
trial areas, or only attract capital to these areas through
capital incentives. This policy has proven to be very
short-sighted because it assumes that capital and jobs are
homogenous factors — neither is. It is much more impor-
tant for central government to improve access to com-
munications to rural or old industrial areas about new
technologies, both regarding world market conditions and
potential niches of unmet demand which might be local-
ly filled, and also about organizational management
practices. The government should be more involved in
facilitating information access than trying to intervene by
giving capital or employment incentives in an unqualified
way. Another important step would be to promote the
formation of innovative structures. In Japan, the central
government has promoted the establishment of local
private-public-university partnerships, tripartite partner-
ships, as the basis of local innovation and development.
If such local partnerships are provided, the government
is willing to co-finance an applied research center, for
instance, for local industry, particularly for local small-
and medium-sized enterprises.
CP: What approach can areas lacking the resources to
develop a tripartite partnership take to stimulate develop-
ment?
STOHR: The Basque cooperative, Mondragon, has been
very successful in linking up with foreign universities in
the U.S. and in France, from which it draws basic research
data. The cooperative then transforms the technologies
in its center for applied technological innovation, for use
within members' own regional contexts. Distance from a
university can often be bridged quite successfully by
transferring information which, if well-organized, can be
sufficient for a brief period. In the long-run, such an area
would certainly need to develop its own local university
or research and training functions under a university-like
label. But if this is not possible initially, there are
substitutes, as the case studies have shown.
CP: What are the prospects for high-tech development?
Do you see any new innovations or trends either in the
technology itself, or the spatial patterns that emerge as
a result?
STOHR: Microelectronics development is extremely im-
portant, but there are new developments such as biotech-
nologies and new materials which are also very important.
The Japanese have identified five areas of innovation
which they promote. One is microelectronics; a second
is computers; a third is new materials, such as ceramics;
a fourth is biotechnology; and finally telecommunications.
Microelectronics is a key innovative element, both tech-
nologically and spatially. It permits the efficient operation
of small machines and small firms, which are flexible
enough to produce for differentiated demand. Small- and
medium-sized enterprises can then be very competitive in
a decentralized pattern. Such "flexible automation" is
spatially important because it can be established outside
of the large agglomerations, where small- and medium-
sized firms dominate.
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